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Abstract
Multi-exposure image fusion (MEF) is an important area in computer vision and has attracted increasing
interests in recent years. Apart from conventional algorithms, deep learning techniques have also been
applied to multi-exposure image fusion. However, although much efforts have been made on developing
MEF algorithms, the lack of benchmark makes it difficult to perform fair and comprehensive performance
comparison among MEF algorithms, thus significantly hindering the development of this field. In this paper,
we fill this gap by proposing a benchmark for multi-exposure image fusion (MEFB) which consists of a test
set of 100 image pairs, a code library of 16 algorithms, 20 evaluation metrics, 1600 fused images and a
software toolkit. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark in the field of multi-exposure
image fusion. Extensive experiments have been conducted using MEFB for comprehensive performance
evaluation and for identifying effective algorithms. We expect that MEFB will serve as an effective platform
for researchers to compare performances and investigate MEF algorithms.
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1. Introduction
Due to the limited capture range of common imaging sensors, a single image captured by camera is
usually insufficient to reveal all the details due to under-exposure or over-exposure. The multi-exposure
image fusion (MEF) technique can help to solve this problem by fusing information from multi-exposure
images into an image [1], as shown in Fig. 1.
MEF has attracted wide attention due to its effectiveness in producing high-quality images and various
MEF algorithms have been proposed. Generally spearking, conventional MEF algorithms can be divided
into spatial domain-based [3] and transform domain-based methods [4]. Spatial domain-based methods
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Figure 1: The benefit of multi-exposure image fusion. The first row shows under-exposed images and the second row illustrates
over-exposed images. The third row gives the corresponding fused images produced by the MTI algorithm [2]. As can be seen,the
quality of images are greatly improved and more details are contained after fusion.
operate directly in spatial domain and can be roughly divided into two categories: pixel-based [5] and
patch-based approaches [3]. Besides, optimization-based MEF methods have also been developed [6]. In
contrast, transform domain-based methods firstly transform images into another domain and then perform
fusion in that transformed domain. The fused image is then obtained via inverse transformation. However,
these MEF approaches use hand-crafted features to fuse multi-exposure images, whose performances are
limited since the hand-crafted features are not robust to varying input conditions.
In recent years, deep learning techniques have demonstrated great success in many computer vision
areas, such as object tracking and detection, because of their very strong representation abilities. Therefore,
researchers have also tried to perform MEF using deep learning methods. For instance, Lahoud et al. [7]
proposed a zero-learning image fusion algorithm based on pre-trained neural networks and demonstrated its
effectiveness in MEF task. Prabhakar et al. [8] designed an unsupervised MEF algorithm named DeepFuse
based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) using a no-reference quality metric as loss function. Deng et
al. [9] presented a method based on a multi-modal convolutional sparse coding model which can be applied
to several multi-modal image restoration and multi-modal image fusion problems.
However, although many MEF algorithms have been proposed, there is no benchmark available in
this field which can be utilized to perform fair and comprehensive performance evaluation of MEF al-
gorithms. This is very different from other computer vision fields like object tracking where well-known
benchmarks are widely used [16, 17]. The lack of benchmark leads to several issues which significantly
hinder the development of this field. First, as shown in Table 1, normally different multi-exposure images
are utilized in the literature as testing images. Besides, different evaluation metrics and different compared
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Table 1: Some MEF algorithms published on top journals and conferences. The number of tested image pairs, compared
algorithms and utilized evaluation metrics are given. The details of the proposed MEFB are also shown. As can be seen, it is
difficult to figure out which algorithm is really better since different test images, different metrics are chosen and compared
with different MEF approaches. Note that ‘0 metrics’ means that there are only qualitative comparisons in the paper.
Reference Year Journal/Conference Image pairs/sequences Algorithms Metrics
[1] 2011 IEEE TIP 12 3 0
GFF [10] 2013 IEEE TIP 2 7 5 (MI, QY , QC , QG, QP )
DeepFuse [8] 2017 ICCV 23 7 1 (MEF-SSIM)
SPD-MEF [11] 2017 IEEE TIP 21 12 1 (MEF-SSIM)
DIF-Net [12] 2020 IEEE TTP 24 6 4 (MI, QX , QH , QM )
IFCNN [13] 2020 Information Fusion 6 4 3 (MESSIM, SF, AG)
FusionDN [14] 2020 AAAI 30 5 4 (SD, EN, SSIM, VIF)
PMGI [15] 2020 AAAI 19 3 6 (EN, SCD, CC, FMI, SD, MI)
CU-Net [9] 2020 IEEE TPAMI 3 3 2 (PI, QNCIE)
FMMEF [4] 2020 IEEE TIP 21 9 1 (MEF-SSIM)
MEFB 2020 100 16 20 (CE, EN, FMI, MEF-SSIM, NMI, PSNR, QNCIE , TE,
AG, EI, QAB/F , QP , SD, SF, QC , QW , QY , QCB ,
QCV , VIF)
algorithms are chosen for performance comparison. These factors make it very difficult to conduct a really
fair and comprehensive performance evaluation of MEF algorithms, thus hindering the understanding of the
state-of-the-art of MEF field. Second, in recent years, several deep learning-based MEF algorithms have been
proposed which were claimed to have better performances. However, since the absence of benchmark, there
is a lack of extensive experiments which comprehensively compare the performance of deep learning-based
algorithms and conventional MEF approaches. Third, although some MEF algorithms are open-source, the
interfaces and usage of these codes are different, making it time-consuming and non-trivial to conduct ex-
tensive experiments for performance comparison. It is therefore desirable to have a platform which can be
easily utilized to compare performances among algorithms. It is also desirable to have fused images available
which can be used directly.
To solve these issues, in this paper we present a multi-exposure image fusion benchmark (MEFB), which
includes 100 pairs of multi-exposure images, 16 publicly available MEF algorithms, 20 evaluation metrics,
1600 fused images and a software toolkit to facilitate the algorithm running and performance evaluation. The
main contributions of this paper lie in the following aspects:
• Benchmark. A multi-exposure image fusion benchmark is proposed in this paper, including 100 pairs
of multi-exposure images, 16 publicly available MEF algorithms, 20 evaluation metrics, 1600 fused
images and a software toolkit. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark in the field of
multi-exposure image fusion. The dataset in MEFB covers a wide range of environments thus is able
to test the generalization ability of fusion algorithms. 20 evaluation metrics are implemented in MEFB
to comprehensively compare fusion performance. This is much more than those utilized in the MEF
literature as shown in Table 1. The provided toolkit can be easily used to run integrated algorithms
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and compute evaluation metrics. It can also be easily extended to contain more test images, algorithms
and evaluation metrics.
• Comprehensive performance evaluation. Extensive experiments have been conducted using MEFB
to compare the performances of MEF algorithms. Specifically, deep learning-based MEF approaches
are compared with conventional algorithms. The dataset has been made publicly available 1.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some related work. Then, the proposed
multi-exposure image fusion benchmark is introduced in detail in Section 3, followed by experiments and
results in Section 4. Section 5 gives some discussions. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related work
2.1. Image Fusion
Image fusion means combining information from multiple images into a single image which is more
informative and better for downstream applications like tracking [18–20]. Image fusion can be performed
at pixel-level, feature-level and decision-level. Also, it can either be performed in the spatial domain or
transform domain. According to the type of source images, there are several kinds of image fusion tasks,
namely medical image fusion [21, 22], multi-focus image fusion [23, 24], remote sensing image fusion [25, 26],
multi-exposure image fusion [1, 27], visible and infrared image fusion [28, 29].
Conventional image fusion methods mainly include weighted average method [30], wavelet transform
based method [31], PCA-based method [32], sparse representation method [33] and compressed sensing
method [34]. However, these algorithms are based on hand-crafted features. In the past few years, a number
of image fusion methods based on deep learning emerged [35–38] because of the strong representation abilities
of deep learning techniques. Regarding methods, CNN [8, 23, 39–41], generative adversarial networks (GAN)
[42], Siamese networks [43], autoencoder [44] have been explored to conduct image fusion. It is foreseeable
that more and more deep learning-based image fusion algorithms will emerge in the future.
2.2. Performance evaluation of multi-exposure fusion algorithms
It is non-trivial to evaluate MEF algorithms since the ground truth images are normally not avail-
able. Generally speaking, there are two ways to evaluate MEF algorithms, namely subjective or qualitative
method and objective or quantitative method [13].
1https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G2llZ8Te2Z8t0yKxGBOx7vtbpXcCVsNO/view?usp=sharing
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Subjective evaluation means that the fused images are evaluated by human observers. This is very use-
ful in MEF research since a good fused image should be friendly to human visual system. For example,
Shen et al. [1] only used subjective evaluation to demonstrate the effectiveness of their method compared
to others. However, it is time-consuming and labor-intensive to observe each fused image in practice. Be-
sides, because each observer has different standard when observing fused images, thus biased evaluation
may be easily produced. Therefore, qualitative evaluation alone is not enough for the fusion performance
evaluation. Quantitative method means using objective metrics to evaluate fusion algorithms. Numerous
evaluation metrics for image fusion have been proposed. For instance, Ma et al. [27] proposed a perceptual
quality assessment metric (MEF-SSIM) for MEF method evaluation, Fang et al. [45] developed an objective
quality model for MEF of dynamic scenes. However, none of these metrics is better than all other metrics. As
a consequence, in the literature different metrics are normally chosen as shown in Table 1, which makes the
performance comparison under the same standard infeasible.
Apart from evaluation methods, test images are crucial to compare performances of MEF algorithms. Some
datasets have been proposed which can be used to test images [27, 46, 47]. However, they do not provide
code library and fusion results, thus it is inconvenient to perform large-scale experiments. To the best of our
knowledge, this is still not a benchmark in the field of multi-exposure image fusion, which provides dataset,
code library, evaluation metrics, fused images and toolkit together. The proposed MEFB aims to fill this
gap.
3. MEFB: A Multi-exposure image fusion benchmark
3.1. Dataset
The MEFB dataset consists of 100 multi-exposure image pairs. Each image pair contains an under-
exposed image and an over-exposed image. The dataset is a test set which is used for testing rather than
training. Note that in this study we focus on the fusion of one under-exposed image with an over-exposed
one to obtain a photo-realistic natural image. However, MEFB can be easily extended to include image
sequences which contain more than two images.
The test set in MEFB comes from two sources. The first part is collected from the Internet2 and existing
MEF datasets [8, 27, 47, 48]. The second part is captured by the authors of this study. Since this paper
aims to create a benchmark in the field of MEF, we think creating the test set in this way can maximize
2https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/ k29ma/dataset/
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its value. The reason is that in this way the images included in MEFB are captured with various cameras
at various places, and thus covering a very wide range of working environments and is thus suitable to test
the robustness as well as generalization ability of MEF algorithms to varying inputs. Besides, the images in
MEFB have various resolutions so they can be used to test the ability of MEF algorithms to handle images
with different resolutions. This ability is very important for MEF approaches in real applications. Figure
2 illustrate some examples of the dataset in MEFB. As can be seen, many kinds of scenes such as indoor,
outdoor, day and night are included in this dataset. Besides, a lot kinds of objects are included like house,
horse, candle, building, flower, river.
Figure 2: A part of test set in MEFB. The first, third, fifth, and seventh rows show the under-exposed images while the second,
fourth, sixth and eighth rows presents the corresponding over-exposed images.
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Table 2: Multi-exposure image fusion algorithms that have been integrated in MEFB.
Category Method
Spatial domain-based
Pixel-based DSIFT EF [50], MEFAW [5], MEFDSIFT [53], PMEF [47]
Patch-based PWA [3], SPD-MEF [11]
Optimization-based MEFOpt [6]
Transform domain-based
Multi-scale-based DEM [49], FMMEF [4], GD [51], MTI [2]
edge-preserving-based GFF [10], MGFF [55]
Deep learning-based IFCNN [13], MEFNet [54], MEMCNN [56]
3.2. Integrated algorithms
At the moment, 16 algorithms are integrated in MEFB, including DEM [49], DSIFT EF [50], FMMEF
[4], GD [51], GFF [10], IFCNN [13], MEFAW [5], MEFCNN [52], MEFDSIFT [53], MEFNet [54], MEFOpt
[6], MGFF [55], MTI [2], PMEF [47], PWA [3], SPD-MEF [11]. In these algorithms, some were specifically
designed for MEF, such as FMMEF and SPD-MEF, while some were originally designed for general image
fusion including MEF, such as IFCNN and MGFF. Besides, in these methods, IFCNN, MEFCNN and
MEFNet are recent deep learning-based MEF methods published on top journals or conferences thus can
represent the state-of-the-art deep learning-based MEF approaches. More details about the categories of
these algorithms can be founded in Table 2.
In the integrated algorithms, 13 of them are published in the last four years. Besides, these 16 methods
cover several kinds of MEF methods. Therefore, the integrated methods can represent the state-of-the-art of
MEF approaches. Also, it should be mentioned that other MEF algorithms can be easily added to MEFB by
either adding source codes using the designed toolkit interface or adding the fused images into the toolkit.
3.3. Evaluation metrics
As introduced in [57], image fusion evaluation metrics can be classified into four types as
• Information theory-based
• Image feature-based
• Image structural similarity-based
• Human perception inspired
Zhang et al. [29] demonstrated that image fusion algorithms may have significantly different performances
on different kinds of metrics. Therefore, to have comprehensive performance comparison, 20 evaluation met-
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rics were implemented in MEFB3. Specifically, the implemented information theory-based metrics include
cross entropy (CE) [58], entropy (EN) [59], feature mutual information (FMI), normalized mutual informa-
tion (NMI) [60], peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [61], nonlinear correlation information entropy (QNCIE)
[62, 63], and tsallis entropy (TE) [64]. The implemented image feature-based metrics include average gradient
(AG) [65], edge intensity (EI) [66], gradient-based similarity measurement (QAB/F ) [67], phase congruency
(QP ) [68], standard division (SD) [69] and spatial frequency (SF) [70]. The implemented image structural
similarity-based metrics include Cvejie’s metric QC [71], Peilla’s metric (QW ) [72], Yang’s metric (QY )
[73], and MEF structural similarity index measure (MEF-SSIM) [27]. The implemented human perception
inspired fusion metrics are human visual perception (QCB) [74], QCV [75] and VIF [76]. As can be seen,
the evaluation metrics integrated in MEFB cover all four categories of metrics, thus are capable of quanti-
tatively showing the quality of a fused image. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first MEF work that
implements as more as 20 metrics which cover all four kinds of evaluation metrics.
For all metrics except CE and QCV , a larger value indicates a better fusion performance. In MEFB, it
is very convenient to compute all these metrics for each method, making it easy to compare performances
of various algorithms.
Here we give the definitions of some evaluation metrics based on categories. In the follow definitions, M
is the width of image, N is the height of image. A and B indicates the first (image A) and the second source
image (image B), respectively. F represents the fused image.
3.3.1. Information theory-based metrics
1. Cross entropy (CE).
The CE between the fused image and all source images is defined as [58]:
CE =
CEA,F + CEB,F
2
, (1)
where CEA,F is the cross entropy between image A and the fused image, CEB,F is the cross entropy
between image B and fused image. CEA,F is computed as:
CEA,F =
255∑
i=0
hA(i)log2
hA(i)
hF (i)
, (2)
3The implementation of some metrics are kindly provided by Zheng Liu at https://github.com/zhengliu6699/imageFusionMetrics
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where h(i) is the normalized histogram of the image. CEB,F is computed as:
CEB,F =
255∑
i=0
hB(i)log2
hB(i)
hF (i)
. (3)
A small CE value means the fused image has considerable similarity with source images, thus indicating
a good fusion performance.
2. Entropy (EN) [59].
EN measures the information contained in the fused image [59]. Its definition is:
EN = −
L−1∑
l=0
pllog2pl, (4)
where L represents the number of gray levels and pl denotes the normalized histogram of the corre-
sponding gray level in the fused image. A large EN indicates a bettor fusion performance. However,
EN is easily affected by noise, thus it is usually utilized as an auxiliary metric [38].
3. Mutual information (MI) [77].
MI is used to measure the amount of information that is transferred from source images to the fused
image. It is defined as:
MI = MIA,F +MIB,F , (5)
where MIA,F and MIB,F denote the information transferred from image A and image B to the fused
image, respectively. Specifically, MIX,F is defined as follows:
MIX,F =
∑
x,f
pX,F (x, f)log
pX,F (x, f)
pX(x)pF (f)
, (6)
where X is A for image A and is B for image B, pX(x) and pF (f) are the marginal histograms of
source image X and fused image F , respectively. pX,F (x, f) is the joint histogram of source image X
and fused image F . A large MI value means a good fusion performance since considerable information
is transferred to the fused image.
4. Feature mutual information (FMI) [78].
FMI measures the amount of feature information that is transferred from source images based on MI
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and feature information. It is defined as:
FMI = MIAˆ,Fˆ +MIBˆ,Fˆ , (7)
where Aˆ, Bˆ, Fˆ are the feature maps of image A, image B and the fused image, respectively.
A large FMI values indicates that more features are transferred from source images to the fused images,
thus means a good fusion performance.
5. Normalized mutual information (NMI) [60].
NMI metric is defined as:
NMI = 2
[
MIA,F
H(A) +H(F )
+
MIB,F
H(B) +H(F )
]
, (8)
where H(·) represents the entropy of the image.
6. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [61].
PSNR indicates the ratio of peak value power and noise power in the fused image. It can measure the
distortion during the image fusion process and is defined as:
PSNR = 10log10
r2
MSE
, (9)
where r is the peak value of the fused image, MSE is the mean squared error computed as:
MSE =
MSEA,F +MSEB,F
2
, (10)
where MSEA,F =
1
MN
∑M−1
i=0
∑N−1
j=0 (A(i, j) − F (i, j))2, MSEB,F = 1MN
∑M−1
i=0
∑N−1
j=0 (B(i, j) −
F (i, j))2. A large PSNR means that the fused image is close to source images and has less distor-
tion. Therefore, the larger the PSNR metric, the better the fusion performance is.
7. Nonlinear correlation information entropy (QNCIE) [62, 63].
QNCIE is an information theory-based metric. It constructs a nonlinear correlation matrix R based
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on nonlinear correlation coefficient (NCC) between source images and the fused image, i.e.
R =

1 NCCA,B NCCA,F
NCCB,A 1 NCCB,F
NCCF,A NCCF,B 1
 . (11)
Then, QNCIE can be computed as
QNCIE = 1 +
3∑
i=1
λi
3
log256
λi
3
, (12)
where λi are the eigenvalues of the matrix R.
8. Tsallis entropy (TE) [64]. TE is designed to measure the correlation between Tsallis entropy of source
images and the fused image. It is computed as
TE = IαA,F (x, f) + I
α
B,F (x, f), (13)
where IX,F exhibits the similarity of the Tsallis entropy between the source image X and the fused
image F . It is defined as
IαX,F =
1
α− 1(1−
∑
x,f
(pX,F (x, f))
α
(pX(x)pF (f))α−1
), (14)
where pX,F represents the joint distribution of the source image X and the fused image F , pX(x) and
pF (f) are the marginal histograms of source image X and fused image F , respectively.
3.3.2. Image feature-based metrics
1. Average gradient (AG) [65].
AG measures the gradient information of the fused image and represents its detail and texture. It is
defined as:
AG =
1
MN
M∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
√
∇F 2x (i, j) +∇F 2y (i, j)
2
, (15)
where ∇Fx(i, j) = F (i, j)−F (i+1, j), ∇Fy(i, j) = F (i, j)−F (i, j+1). A large AG value indicates that
more gradient information is contained in the fused image and thus means a good fusion performance.
2. Edge intensity (EI) [66].
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EI measures the edge intensity information of an image. A higher EI value indicates more clearness
and higher image quality. EI can be computed using Sobel operator as:
EI =
√
S2x + S
2
y , (16)
where
Sx = F ∗ hx, Sy = F ∗ hy, (17)
where hx =

1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1
, hy =

1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1
, ∗ is convolution operation.
3. Edge based similarity measurement (QAB/F ) [67].
QAB/F indicates the amount of edge information that is transferred form source images to fused
image. It can be computed as:
QAB/F =
∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1(Q
A,F (i, j)wA(i, j) +QA,F (i, j)wB(i, j))∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1(w
A(i, j) + wB(i, j))
, (18)
where QX,F (i, j) = QX,Fg (i, j)Q
X,F
a (i, j), Q
X,F
g (i, j) and Q
X,F
a (i, j) represents the edge strength and
orientation values at location (i, j), respectively. wX denotes the weight that expresses the importance
of each source image to the fused image. Here, X is A for image A and is B for image B. The more
edge information transferred to the fused image, the larger the QAB/F value is. Thus a large QAB/F
value indicates a good fusion performance.
4. Standard devision (SD) [69].
SD reflects the distribution and contrast of the fused image. Its definition is:
SD =
√√√√ M∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(F (i, j)− µ)2 (19)
where µ represents the mean value of the fused image. The human visual system is sensitive to contrast,
thus the regions in an image with high contrast always attract human attention. Since high contrast
in a fused image leads to a large SD, thus a large SD indicates that the fused image is with a good
visual effect.
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5. Spatial frequency (SF) [70].
SF [70] can measure the gradient distribution of an image thus revealing the detail and texture of an
image. It is defined as:
SF =
√
RF 2 + CF 2, (20)
where RF =
√∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1(F (i, j)− F (i, j − 1))2 and CF =
√∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1(F (i, j)− F (i− 1, j))2. A
large SF value indicates rich edges and textures, thus indicating good fusion performance.
3.3.3. Image structural similarity-based metrics
1. Yang’s metric (QY ) [73].
QY is a SSIM [79]-based fusion quality metric. It indicates the amount of structural information
retained in the fused image F from both source images. QY is defined as:
QY =

λ(w)SSIM(A,F |w) + (1− λ(w))SSIM(B,F |w), if SSIM(A,B|w) ≥ 0.75
max(SSIM(A,F |w), SSIM(B,F |w)), if SSIM(A,B|w) < 0.75
(21)
where w is a local window and λ(w) is
λ(w) =
s(A|w)
s(A|w) + s(B|w) , (22)
where s is a local measure of image saliency.
2. Structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [79].
SSIM is used to model image loss and distortion, to which the human visual system is sensitive. It
consists of three parts, namely loss of correlation, luminance, and contrast distortion. SSIM between
a source image and the fused image is defined as the product of these three parts, i.e.
SSIMX,F =
∑
x,f
2µxµf + C1
µ2x + µ
2
f + C1
· 2µxµf + C2
µ2x + µ
2
f + C2
· σxf + C3
σxσf + C3
, (23)
where SSIMX,F denotes the structural similarity between source image X (X is A for image A and is
B for image B) and fused image F , x and f represent the image patches of source and fused image in a
sliding window, respectively. σxf is the covariance of source and fused images, σx and σf represent the
standard deviation, µx and µf are the mean values of source and fused images, respectively. C1, C2, C3
are the parameters used to make the algorithm stable.
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The structural similarities between the fused image and both source images can be defined as:
SSIM = SSIMA,F + SSIMB,F . (24)
A large SSIM value indicates a better fusion performance.
3.3.4. Human perception inspired fusion metrics
1. Human visual perception (QCB ) [74].
QCB mainly measures the similarity of the major features in the human visual system. It is computed
as
QCB =
1
MN
 N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
λA(i, j)QA,F (i, j) + λB(i, j)QB,F (i, j)
 , (25)
where QA,F (i, j) and QB,F (i, j) indicates the contrast transformed from source images to the fused
image, λA and λB are the saliency maps of QA,F (i, j) and QB,F (i, j), respectively.
2. Visual information fidelity (VIF) [76]
VIF measures the information fidelity of the fused image, which is consistent with the human visual
system. It aims to build a model to compute the distortion between the source and fused images. The
computation of VIF consists of four steps: First, the source images and fused image are filtered and
divided into different blocks. Second, the visual information of each block with and without distortion
is evaluated. Third, the VIF for each subband is calculated. Finally, the overall metric based on VIF
is calculated. A larger VIF value means a better fusion performance.
More information about evaluation metrics can be founded in [27, 38, 57, 61].
3.4. The software toolkit
The aim of the toolkit in MEFB is to facilitate algorithm running and performance evaluation. We have
designed three interfaces in the toolkit. The first one is used to add test images and fused images. The second
one is used to add MEF algorithms. The third one is used to add new metrics. By using these interfaces,
it is easy to extend MEFB. Also, with this toolkit, running MEF algorithms and computing metrics are as
easily as pushing a button once settings are done.
Users can use this toolkit in two ways. First, they can add their algorithms into MEFB, and then produce
the fused images and compute metrics using the toolkit. Second, they can produce fused images outside this
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toolkit if they want and put their fused images into MEFB to compute metrics. Then, their algorithms can
be compared with those methods in MEFB.
4. Experiments and results
This section presents experimental results obtained with MEFB. All experiments were performed using
a computer equipped with an NVIDIA RTX2070 GPU and i7-9750H CPU. All fused images were generated
by the publicly available implementations with default settings. Note that pre-trained models of each deep
learning algorithm were provided by the corresponding authors of each algorithm. The dataset in MEFB
was only used for performance evaluation of those algorithms but not for the training.
Figure 3: The qualitative performance comparison for the buildingRoad image pair. (a) the under-exposed image. (b) the
over-exposed image. From (c) to (s) are the fused images from 16 MEF approaches, respectively.
4.1. Qualitative performance comparison
Figure 3 shows the fused images on the outdoor buildingRoad image pair. It can be seen that several
algorithms introduce severe artifacts in the fused images, namely DSIFT EF, GFF, MEFAW, MEFNet,
MEFOpt. MTI also introduces small artifact on the road. Besides, some fused images have strong color
distortion, including those produced by IFCNN, PWA and SPD MEF. Furthermore, the fused images given
by DEM and MEFCNN are still over-exposed at the bottom half of the image. Therefore, in this case,
FMMEF, GD, MEFDSIFT, MGFF, PMEF give relative better fused images. Among these give methods,
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the buildings in the fused images produced by FEMEF, MEFDSIFT and PMEF are relatively darker than
those of others and the turn-left sign on the road in the fused image produced by GD is not very clear. In
summary, MGFF gives the best qualitative result on the buildingRoad image pair.
Figure 4 illustrates the fused images on an indoor flower image pair. As can be seen, in this case most algo-
rithms produce severe artifacts in the fused images, including DEM, DFSIFT EF, FMMEF, GFF, MEFAW,
MEFCNN, MEFDSIFT, MEFNet, MEFOpt, PMEF, which means this is a very challenging case. Besides,
IFCNN introduces color distortion in the fused image. Furthermore, the fused images obtained by PWA
and SPD MEF are still a bit under-exposed since the images are not very bright. Generally speaking, GD,
MGFF and MTI perform relative better on this image pair. Among these three methods, MGFF produces
most uniform intensity around the flower as shown in the zoomed-in plot in Fig. 5. Besides, the fused image
provided by MTI is relative dark. Therefore, in this flower case, MGFF produces the best qualitative result.
Figure 4: The qualitative performance comparison for the flower image pair. (a) the under-exposed image. (b) the over-exposed
image. From (c) to (s) are the fused images from 16 MEF approaches, respectively.
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Figure 5: The zoomed-in plots of the flower image pair produced by GD, MGFF and MTI, respectively.
4.2. Quantitative performance comparison
Table 3 shows the average value of each metric of 20 MEF algorithms. From the table, it can be seen
that the top three algorithms in terms of quantitative results are MGFF, IFCNN and FMMEM, respec-
tively. Specifically, MGFF obtains the best quantitative performance by having 4 best values, 2 second best
values and 2 third best values. IFCNN shows the second best performance by obtaining 3 best values and 3
second best values. FMMEM ranked third by achieving 3 best values, 3 second best values and 2 third best
values. Another deep learning-based methods, i.e. MEFNet shows the same overall quantitative performance
with PMFE, following the FMMEF. However, MEFCNN does not show very competitive performances. From
this table one can see that compared to conventional MEF algorithms, the best deep learning-based algo-
rithms can show competitive performances. However, some deep learning-based algorithms do not work very
well.
One interesting thing can be found from Table 3 is that, the top three MEF algorithms show very different
performances in different kinds of metrics. To be more specific, MGFF mainly performs well in image feature-
based metrics and human perception inspired metrics, while IFCNN mainly shows good performances in
information theory-based metrics and in some of the image feature-based metrics (AG, SF) and one human
perception inspired metric (QCV ). In contrast, FMMEF mainly exhibits good performances in image feature-
based metrics and structural similarity-based ones. This phenomenon clearly indicates that different kinds
of metrics can examine the MEF approaches from different aspects, therefore it is essential to evaluate MEF
algorithms using metrics covering more kinds. It is not a good idea to evaluate MEF algorithms using very
few metrics which only cover a part of kinds as shown in Table 1.
From Section 4.1 and this Section one can see that the qualitative results and quantitative results are
consistent to some extent. For instance, MGFF obtains the best performance in terms of both qualitative
and quantitative results. In particular, MGFF performs well in human perception inspired metrics. However,
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Table 4: Average running time of algorithms in MEFB (seconds per image pair)
Method Running time Category Method Running time Category
DSIFT EF [50] 1.26 Spatial-domain (pixel-based) MTI [2] 2.78 Multi-scale-based
MEFAW [5] 0.57 Spatial-domain (pixel-based) GD [51] 1.76 Multi-scale-based
MEFDSIFT [53] 1.53 Spatial-domain (pixel-based) DEM [49] 0.71 Multi-scale-based
PMEF [47] 0.64 Spatial-domain (pixel-based) FMMEF [4] 0.73 Multi-scale-based
SPD-MEF [11] 3.48 Spatial-domain (patch-based) MEFOpt [6] 419.27 Optimization-based
PWA [3] 2.61 Spatial-domain (patch-based) MEFNet [54] 0.42 DL-based
MGFF [55] 2.86 Edge-preserving-based MEFCNN [52] 0.71 DL-based
GFF [10] 0.88 Edge-preserving-based IFCNN [13] 0.67 DL-based
it should be mentioned that the quantitative performances and qualitative performances are not always con-
sistent. For example, the deep learning-based algorithm IFCNN obtains the second best overall quantitative
results, but its fused images have severe color distortion. Therefore, it is necessary to use both quantitative
and qualitative methods when evaluating MEF algorithms. Another thing should be mentioned is that deep
learning-based methods do not provide good qualitative results according our experimental results.
4.3. Running time comparison
To compare the computational costs of MEF algorithms, the running time of the algorithms integrated
in MEFB are listed in Table 4.3. As can be seen, the running time varies significantly from one method
to another. Generally speaking, deep learning-based MEF methods are efficient with the help of GPU. Be-
sides, patch-based methods are more expensive than their pixel-based counterparts. The optimization-based
method MEFOpt takes around seven minutes to fuse one image pair, which is too slow. This is due to
the high computational cost induced by iterative optimization in the this method. Regarding pixel-based,
patch-based, edge-preserving-based and multi-scale-based methods, it is hard to say which kind is more
efficient because the running time is highly dependent on the implementations. But their running time are
generally in the same order of magnitude.
5. Discussions
5.1. About the test set in MEFB
MEFB is proposed to fill the gap of lacking platforms for fair performance evaluation in MEF. The
proposed MEFB to MEF, is like the OTB and VOT to object tracking. As indicated by Table 1, previously
different images and metrics were utilized in MEF literature, making it difficult to know the real performances
of algorithms and the state-of-the-arts. What we really care in this work is solving this issue. Therefore, the
dataset in MEFB is a test set. As listed in Table 1, 100 image pairs are much larger than those utilized in
19
MEF literatures. However, more image pairs would be better, therefore in future we will add more image
pairs into MEFB.
5.2. About the performances of deep learning-based MEF methods
From the experimental results, one can see that although the IFCNN shows competitive results compared
to conventional approaches, the other two examined deep learning-based methods fail to beat many con-
ventional algorithms. However, these algorithms were all claimed to have state-of-the-art performances. The
possible reason of this is the lack of benchmark previously, thus it is difficult to fully test the performance
of MEF algorithms from different point of view by using various kinds of evaluation metrics. The proposed
MEFB can help to solve this issue in the future by providing a test bed which is easily to use.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the MEFB, which is a multi-exposure image fusion benchmark aiming at pro-
viding a platform as well as a toolkit for comprehensive performance comparison of MEF algorithms. Cur-
rently, MEFB consists of 100 multi-exposure image pairs, 16 MEF algorithms, 20 evaluation metrics, 1600
fused images and a software toolkit. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark in the field
of multi-exposure image fusion. MEFB can be used conveniently and it can be easily extended to include
more images, methods and evaluation metrics.
We also conducted extensive experiments using MEFB to compare the performances of MEF methods
in order to understand the state-of-the-art of this field. Based on the results, we find that the deep learning-
based method are not dominant in the field of MEF since some deep learning-based algorithms do not show
competitive performances compared to conventional algorithms. Also, we find that it is essential to evaluate
MEF algorithms using different kinds of metrics as the performances of MEF approaches vary significantly
from one metric to another. This also indicates that when designing loss functions for deep learning-based
MEF algorithms, several kinds of metrics could be considered together in the loss function, instead of using
MEF-SSIM only as most deep learning-based MEF method did.
We expect that the proposed MEFB will make it feasible for fair and comprehensive performance com-
parison of MEF approaches and can serve as a good tool for for researchers in this field.
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